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Dear sister,

Alpha Sigma Alpha headquarters staff is working diligently to address the rapidly changing
situations on our college/university campuses in response to COVID-19. To date, 25 of the
college/university campuses where we have chapters have changed to virtual classes or
closed the campus as a preventative health measure. We expect that number to increase in
the next week.

We are currently evaluating how campus closures, classes moving to online or alternative
delivery, event cancellations and other decisions affect our chapters and the member
experience. We expect there to be an impact on recruitment preparation, finances,
initiations and other activities planned this spring. We have provided the following
information to our chapters:

March 5, 2020: email to chapter presidents, wellness chairmen and chapter advisors
with information about prevention from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
March 11, 2020: email to chapter presidents, chapter advisors and region volunteers
with a resource regarding how to respond to the changes in university schedules. 

As the COVID-19 situation continues to evolve, we have given careful thought about the
travel that volunteers and staff perform on behalf of Alpha Sigma Alpha. Following the lead
of many other organizations and businesses, Alpha Sigma Alpha has decided the following:

1.    We are postponing all leadership consultant visits scheduled for the remainder of this
academic year and will evaluate rescheduling those visits for the fall. Leadership
consultants will be reaching out to the chapters they were scheduled to visit to set
up virtual meetings with officers.

2.    All staff and volunteers must cancel air travel to chapters. Volunteers may reach out
to their headquarters staff liaison to discuss how to continue chapter outreach
virtually.

3.    Chapter advisors and local volunteers may provide onsite support to chapters as
long as it follows university guidelines.

Updates to Alpha Sigma Alpha’s COVID-19 response will be posted HERE.  If you have
any questions, please contact asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org. Thank you for your dedication
during this challenging time.
 

In Alpha Sigma Alpha, 

Krystal Slivinski
Executive Director

9002 VINCENNES CIRCLE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46268-3018
PH: (317) 871-2920

asa@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org
fndstaff@AlphaSigmaAlpha.org
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